ESCAPE CHART OF ACCOUNTS MANAGEMENT

There are a number of processes within ESCAPE where the system automatically offsets to a liability account, to an accounts receivable account or to the Cash in County Treasury account. When the system makes these automatic postings, it posts its entry to an account string with, at a maximum, the Fund, Resource, Project Year and Object Code elements defined, with all other elements (goal, function, school, staff and local) represented by spaces. The element values are governed by the fund, resource and year of the transaction activity and choices we have entered in the ledger setup of each Organization Setup record for the object code. In the modified accrual environment in which we work, this does not pose much of an issue as most liabilities clear straight out – we do not hold onto accounts payable as a rule – and the manner in which they clear is also automatically performed against these same ‘spaces’ accounts. The issue could arise as we manually set up and clear accounts receivable, thus when preparing an entry use the F4 lookup key to see the available accounts before you create a new one.

ADDING A NEW ACCOUNT CODE COMBINATION

If you find you need to add a new account code combination, you should go to FINANCE/Setup/Chart of Accounts/Accounts and on the search tab select NEW – you then have a choice of entering the combination as a string with or without the dash delimiter or by individual component. The system will perform some validation of the account code combination and will alert you if the account code fails the validation. If it fails validation, you should not save it. Instead, you should analyze what you are trying to do and look at the CSAM for guidance before calling us for assistance.

If you mistakenly enter an account that already exists (yellow triangle with exclamation point) the system will not allow you to save it.

NOTE: If you are adding salary accounts, you only need to enter the salary account code combination and the system will create all the relevant benefit account code
combinations for you. You will see that as you create new accounts you are building a list. You would need to refresh the list by typing in the parameters of that account to the search tab and **GO** to see the benefit code combinations. The un-refreshed list you are building can be helpful as sometimes you need to enter a similar combination – changing just one element – in which case, instead of selecting **NEW** you can select **COPY** and then change the one element.

**ADDING NEW ACCOUNT ELEMENTS**

If you need a new element, whether it be Resource, Goal, Function, Object, School, Staff, or Local, we ask that you contact the Director of External fiscal Services, and in her absence, the Assistant Superintendent for Business Services. In order to maintain the integrity of the system, its accounting functions and county-wide consistency, we will continue to control account code elements at the County Department of Education. **NOTE:** If you want to add a new Fund code, you will need to first gain district Board approval in the form of a resolution specifying the need for the fund and the Board’s decision to open said fund. This documentation is required to set up the fund at the County Courthouse. This paperwork should be forwarded to the TCDE Business Office.

**ON-GOING CHANGES TO THE CHART OF ACCOUNTS**

As the School Fiscal Services Division of CDE releases changes to the SACS Account Code Structure and Matrix, the Escape System Administrator will be updating the master organization we have set up in ESCAPE. You will be alerted to the new elements that have been made available should you decide you need or want them in your organization. At the same time, the accompanying SACS Validation Tables will be uploaded to ESCAPE in order to update the validation routine performed whenever creating a new account. As you are aware, when SACS changes elements or valid combinations this can affect active accounts.
Checking for and Expiring Invalid Accounts

We highly recommend you periodically and, upon notification the validation tables have been updated in ESCAPE, you check your District’s database for invalid account code combinations and give them an expiration date so they cannot be used again. To do this go into ESCAPE to FINANCE/Reports/Fiscal and run the SACS Component Validation Errors report (Fiscal50).

At this time we have one valid account code combination, 01-0999-0-1110-1000-1000-000-000-000, that will always show up on the report as an invalid account code combination. We created this account to ensure that any labor distribution errors accumulating in this account are cleared with each reporting period (SACS will reject object 1000 as an invalid object code – Fatal error).

NOTE: Please do not expire this account! Similarly, if you see any accounts in Fund 55 or 76 on the error report, please do not expire them – they are used for the TRANs issuance and for Payroll clearing. We are working with SACS to accommodate the accounting transactions we need to enter and available codes.

You should use the report to investigate,

- first, if you have any budget or actual balances in any invalid account code combinations.
- Next, you should determine what the appropriate accounting is and adjust both the budget and the actual amounts to the new account code(s).
- Then, you should go to Finance/SetUp/ChartofAccounts/Accounts and search for the invalid account codes in question
- and lastly, enter an expiration date, using either the current date or the date it was changed in the SACS Matrix.

Although you may be given an option to delete the account code combination, you should never delete an account code combination, simply expire it and it will cease to show up in your lists or reports.